Electronic doping and redox-potential tuning in colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals.
Electronic doping is one of the most important experimental capabilities in all of semiconductor research and technology. Through electronic doping, insulating materials can be made conductive, opening doors to the formation of p-n junctions and other workhorses of modern semiconductor electronics. Recent interest in exploiting the unique physical and photophysical properties of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals for revolutionary new device technologies has stimulated efforts to prepare electronically doped colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals with the same control as available in the corresponding bulk materials. Despite the impact that success in this endeavor would have, the development of general and reliable methods for electronic doping of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals remains a long-standing challenge. In this Account, we review recent progress in the development and characterization of electronically doped colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals. Several successful methods for introducing excess band-like charge carriers are illustrated and discussed, including photodoping, outer-sphere electron transfer, defect doping, and electrochemical oxidation or reduction. A distinction is made between methods that yield excess band-like carriers at thermal equilibrium and those that inject excess charge carriers under thermal nonequilibrium conditions (steady state). Spectroscopic signatures of such excess carriers, accessible by both equilibrium and nonequilibrium methods, are reviewed and illustrated. A distinction is also proposed between the phenomena of electronic doping and redox-potential shifting. Electronically doped semiconductor nanocrystals possess excess band-like charge carriers at thermal equilibrium, whereas redox-potential shifting affects the potentials at which charge carriers are injected under nonequilibrium conditions, without necessarily introducing band-like charge carriers at equilibrium. Detection of the key spectroscopic signatures of band-like carriers allows distinction between these two regimes. Both electronic doping and redox-potential shifting can be powerful tools for tuning the performance of nanocrystals in electronic devices. Finally, key chemical challenges associated with nanocrystal electronic doping are briefly discussed. These challenges are centered largely on the availability of charge-carrier reservoirs with suitable redox potentials and on the relatively poor control over nanocrystal surface traps. In most cases, the Fermi levels of colloidal nanocrystals are defined by the redox properties of their surface traps. Control over nanocrystal surface chemistries is therefore essential to the development of general and reliable strategies for electronically doping colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals. Overall, recent progress in this area portends exciting future advances in controlling nanocrystal compositions, surface chemistries, redox potentials, and charge states to yield new classes of electronic nanomaterials with attractive physical properties and the potential to stimulate unprecedented new semiconductor technologies.